Packages + Options
Preparation:
1st Wedding Consultation
Wedding Planning Coordinating (in person)
Additional Consultations or meeting up to coordinate
Engagements (50% off with wedding package)
Bridals or Bride/Groom Pics up to 2 hrs, 1 location. Choice of bridal pictures or of
professional bride/groom pictures taken at a different location before or after wedding
day.
Candid pictures of bride getting ready for her big day

Pictures of details close up (bouquet, rings, hair, dress, shoes etc)
Wedding Day: Ceremony or Temple Pics &/or Reception Venue
Wedding Day: 1-2 hrs photo time. (Ceremony pics, details, B/G, family & group
Reception: 2-3 hrs. Group, guests, cake cutting, dance, bouquet toss etc.
Cost per hour after 4 hours exceeded
Cost per add’l location (if farther than 50 miles of first)
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Digital Images:
250 proofs on CD (partial image ownership)*
$100
250 proofs on CD (full image ownership)** all w/ basic edits +50 “frame-able”
$300
pics of your choice with extensive editing*** to have in your possession
(best value)
$100 or $100
The remaining MANY pictures taken also on CD
Additional copies of CD
$10
Optional Add-on’s
Professional Printing: one 11x14, two 8x10’s, four 5x7’s
Photo Montage on DVD w/ music (up to 3 songs)

$100 (opt’l)
$100 (opt’l)

Additional copies of CD of images or DVD montage:

$10 (opt’l)

Assistant Photographer (request more details if desired)
Videographer to record footage of wedding day edited & put to music (up to 5 songs)

$200 (opt’l)
$500 (opt’l)

* Partial Image Ownership watermarked images for use online, printing prohibited.
**Full Image Ownership = high resolution pictures w/ copyright release.
***Extensive Editing = retouching blemishes, skin smoothing, whiten teeth, brighten eyes, eliminate
distractions from background, etc.
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